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THE FRANTIC MONETARY POLICIES OF THE 1930s
required dramatic overhauls to the redemption statements on

Silver Certificates. These statements are located above and below the
portraits on small-size notes. They described two things: what you got
when redeeming the notes, and what the Treasury held in reserve for
circulating notes. Here is how and why these changes occurred.

The 1878 Bland-Allison Act created Silver Certificates to “carry”
the circulation of silver dollars. The Treasury sent deposited silver to
the mints, who made silver dollars with it. They then deposited these
back with the Treasury, who issued Silver Certificates against the coins.
Thus, the mechanism required one silver dollar held in reserve for each
certificate in circulation.

The redemption statement on the notes announced these actions.
The version as it appeared on Series of 1928 $1 notes stated: “This certi-
fies there has been deposited…one silver dollar payable to the bearer on
demand.” 

After taking office in March 1933, President Roosevelt jolted the
Depression-starved economy by increasing the money supply. Both gold
and silver had a prominent role in his plans, although silver became the
currency darling after all was said and done. 

He pushed silver to the forefront by increasing the Treasury’s sil-
ver stocks, and by removing the traditional silver dollar backing for
Silver Certificates. The latter allowed the Treasury to more quickly get
certificates into circulation.

The Thomas Amendment contained in the May 12, 1933,
Agricultural Adjustment Act provided the first move. It enabled the
Treasury to accept debt payments from indebted countries in silver.
From May to November of that year, the U.S. took in $265 million in

silver from those payments. 
The Treasury used it to back Series of 1933 $10 Silver Certificates.

The law made them redeemable for silver dollars or subsidiary coins.
The redemption statement on the notes stated “payable in silver coin to
the bearer on demand.” 

The issue of 1933 notes was shortlived, however, as two acts
passed in 1934 authorized the free coinage of silver. First, the January
30, 1934, Gold Reserve Act rescinded the traditional “one silver dollar,
one certificate” backing for Silver Certificates. The Treasury could now
freely issue notes against reserves of silver dollars, subsidiary coins, and
silver bullion. 

Secondly, the Silver Purchase Act, passed June 19, began a monu-
mental silver purchase program by the Treasury. This would vastly
increase its silver stocks over the next decade, and necessitated the issue
of millions of dollars of Silver Certificates.

Both acts consolidated into one account the Treasury’s separate
reserve accounts for the 1928 and 1933 notes, as well as unreserved sil-
ver. This required the issue of a new Silver Certificate to reflect the com-
bined reserve requirements. 

On June 14, in anticipation of the purchase act, Treasury officials
had already begun production of Series of 1934 Silver Certificates. They
issued the first notes on June 29.  

Unlike previous issues, the 1934s were redeemable for “dollars in
silver to the bearer on demand.” They had no mention of the form of
silver.  
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